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lab crustal boundaries flashcards quizlet - start studying lab crustal boundaries learn vocabulary terms and more with
flashcards games and other study tools, lab activity crustal boundaries answers pdf download - the location of plate
boundaries 5 using your answer from question 4 explain why it is unlikely that new york city will ever have a ctoombs lab2
convergent plate boundary lab answer sheet convergent plate boundary lab answer sheet 1 and 2 complete the table below
summary table earthquake type focus depth tonga chile shallow less than 70 km, earth science lab 4 2 plate boundaries
vocabulary - earth science lab 4 2 plate boundaries vocabulary plate a section of the lithosphere that slowly moves over the
asthenosphere carrying pieces of continental and oceanic crusts plate tectonics a break in earth s crust where masses of
rock slip past each other, www 95science weebly com - lab 4 2 crustal boundaries introduction according to plate tectonic
theory earth s surface is divided into moving plates a plate is a large mobile slab of rock that is part of earth s rigid outer
shell known as based on your answer to question 1 what appears to happen as the ocean plate to the west collides with the
continental plate, teachers guide suggested answers to student activities - aciiy e ecoica is a suey si wic as isumes wic
ca measue e cage i oaiy o ocaic ocks wic make u e ocea oo uig a cuise i auay 199 ou suey ies wee ake acoss e ae ouay
ewee e ausaia, graham cracker plate tectonics lab paulding k12 ga us - graham cracker plate tectonics lab just a little
info the theory of plate tectonics states that the crust of the earth is composed of seven major plates and numerous smaller
plates these plates ride on the hot plastic upper mantle called the asthenosphere this theory also says that most of these
plates are in motion creating, dr minervino s science page interior and plates - 6 2 crustal activity 1 lab pdf section 3
crustal boundaries 6 3 crustal boundaries ii sup pdf 6 3 crustal boundaries iii sup pdf 6 3 crustal boundaries sup pdf 6 3
crustal boundaries wksht pdf 6 3 crustal boundaries 1 lab pdf test review sheet answers pdf project sponsor, eighth grade
lesson crustal movement hotspots lab - the rationale of this section is to provide them the opportunity to practice the
skills and knowledge revealed in performing the lab activity analyzing the movement of crustal plates testing their knowledge
of hotspots and plate tectonics all that they re required to know on their regents state assessment at the end of the year,
activity world map of plate boundaries - oceanic crust transform boundaries as surrounding plates are driven by deep
forces to move apart or crunch together the in between areas are pushed around on the surface this forces a crustal plate
margins b interior of a crustal plate answer the following questions about plate tectonic processes using the diagrams with
the, mr leigh manuell s earth science class - the physical setting earth science is related to the field of science called
earth science in this course you will be studying the different processes relationships mechanisms and concepts that help us
interpret our planet earth
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